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The future of
information gathering
and delivery

Today, many organisations operate
in a complex media and information
landscape and are dependent on a large

number of information outlets for media
content such as content aggregators, press
monitoring agencies and free media tools.

This information can cover a myriad
of content from print news to online and
social media. Additionally, organisations
have bespoke requirements like multiple
departments needing various topics from
breaking news to specific regulatory and
governmental policies, or flagging client
mentions and tracking how their
organisation is perceived in the media.

Nicky Vignoli, a senior researcher for
Bond Pearce LLP, was under pressure.
One of the key areas of her role as a
researcher was to provide news content to
hundreds of colleagues across the business.
Unfortunately, with a diminishing budget
and information overload this was proving
impossible to achieve effectively with so
many suppliers offering varying content,
pricing structures and media sources.
Using existing services that were focused
on archived information rather than the
ability to share content across hundreds of
staff didn’t meet her needs. Her colleagues
requested highly targeted, relevant
information from trusted media outlets.
Nicky recalls: “I was getting bogged down
with trying to help get the right information
to the right people on time with limited
resources to assist me.”

Moreover Technologies offered Bond
Pearce the ability to easily create and
configure customised RSS newsfeeds from
editorially controlled sources. As an
aggregator, Moreover Technologies uses
proprietary technology to tag and index
millions of published pages per day enabling
intelligent Boolean queries to be built and
saved, thus taking two clicks to export
the feed in RSS, Atom, or XML formats.
These media feeds can then be added to
public facing websites, corporate intranets
and included in fully branded automated
e-newsletters, or email alerts. This put
Nicky and Bond Pearce in control of their
media content, combining the best of print,
online news, social media and broadcast.

Syndicated content costs; companies
often find themselves asking is that really
needed for the time strapped professional
who needs a small amount of highly
relevant media content in as near to
real time as possible?

In order to carve away the information
overload and the weighty costs such services
bring Moreover Technologies can offer
companies a bespoke media tracking tool
delivering finely tuned result to specific
target audiences.

The ability to utilise this highly refined
content and distribute both internally and
externally would be a welcome addition
to any organisation struggling to manage
information dissemination across a large
number of users.

Bond Pearce has now been using this
solution for four years and never considered
going back to using traditional premium
services on the market today. In the current
climate with margins being squeezed and
information being a premium business
can’t live without, isn’t it time you
took a close look at your operation
and started making changes?

Moreover Technologies is
offering readers of The PSMG
Magazine a free information
audit/ assessment, a two
week free trial and a 10%
discount on purchase.
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